
HEBEI Hencema Metal Products Co.,Ltd 



Company Introduction 
 

HEBEI Hencema Metal Products Co.,Ltd, founded in 1992, is a 
professional manufacturer of  investment casting and machined parts. 
 
 It is located in Lincheng District, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, near the 
highway G4, 320 kilometers  away from Beijing and 400 kilometers 
away from Tianjin, with quite convenient transportation.  
 
The company covers an area of 36600 square meters, and there are 
more than 160 employees, including 20 technicians. 
 
There are both special casting shop and the machining shop. 
After casting and machining ,we  also could do the simple assemblely. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Company Introduction 
 

Mainly material of our products:  

We can produce the investment casting parts with material of stainless steel, 

carbon steel, low carbon alloy steel etc., the main material brands are including 

CF8M/1.4408/SCS14, CF8/1.4308/SCS13， WCB/1.0619, 410, 440, WCC, 

42CrMo4 and so on. We own modern precision casting equipments, the weight 

of products that we can produce are from 0.005kg to 60 kg.  

 

Mainly equipment we own: 

The monthly production capacity is 120tons. And in our machining shop, we also 

have MC and CNCs, Coordinate Measuring Machine, image measuring 

instrument ，ultrasonic cleaning machine, and we are preparing to purchase one 

set of  X-RAY TEST equipment,by which we can  meet the customers ‘ needs of 

different kinds of machined products  

 

Mainly products we produce: 

Our current main products include  valve parts, pipe fittings, chemical 

machine parts, food machinery parts, motorcycle accessories, automobile 

parts , solar equipment parts, textile machinery parts and so on. 
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Casting shop introduction 



Screen instruction 



 Wax Production 

Wax Injection  Wax Burr Removing  

There are 7 sets of wax injectors with different specifications. 

  



 Wax Production 

Wax Trees  

Wax Tree Assemblying 



Dip the slurry 



Drying  



Puring steel into shells 



Vibrating shell 
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Reshaping  



 Inspection   
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Machine shop introduction 



CNC lathes and Machining centers      

Machining Center 



ultrasonic cleaning machine 



stock 



Inspection Machines  

Rockwell Hardness Tester 

 
Brinell Hardness Tester 

          
Metallographic Microscope 

 



 Inspection Machines  

Tensile Testing Machine 

 

Salt Spray Test Chamber 

 



Inspection Machines 

image measuring instrument               crack test equipment 
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